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Forrester: what is the difference between a property graph   

and semantic graph database? 

Property Graphs Semantic Graph Database 

Emerging Ad Hoc Standard W3C standard 

Schema based: need to define all types, 

properties, values upfront  

Dynamic schema or schema-less 

 

Property graphs limited to attributes only Property graphs generalized to any depth 

Very good at solving point solutions (ie, 

shortest path, graph traversal) 

Optimized for both aggregated queries AND 

‘pointer-chasing’ 

Query language still in development. 

Cypher can’t do 'or' or 'negation', query 

optimization still by hand 

Full query language (SPARQL, W3C) 

equivalent to SQL, with query optimizers  

 

Avoid long strings 
Optimized to deal with arbitrary length strings 

(URLS) 

Need effort to share disparate data Built to link disparate data 

Need to write procedural Java code Built for rules/reasoning 

Very hard to read Linked Open Data Linked Open Data  



Just to be sure:  

• Semantic Graph Databases:  

• Every triple store is a SGD 

 

• Property graph databases 

• Graph database that don’t do Semantics 

• Where links can have properties themselves. 

 

• Every day we get this question:  

• So your triple store is not a graph database because you can’t do 

property graphs? 

 



Property graphs and hypergraphs 

In a property graph both nodes and links can have 

properties 

pays 
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So: can Semantic Graph Databases NOT do property 

graphs? 

• Yes: we can and we have a much  more general mechanism 

 



At least three ways to do it… 



In AllegroGraph we prefer option 3 ( and option 4  ) 

• Using the graph slot of a triple 

 

• But we can also use the triple id if you want to use the graph 

slot for other purposes 

 

• And I want to demonstrate that SGD property graphs are 

more flexible and more expressive. 

 



In SGD properties can have links to other objects (not just 

attribute/value like property graph databases) 





And you can use regular SPARQL or Prolog to query the 

property graph. 



Even cooler: recursively apply properties on properties 







And we happily keep SPARQLing 



Property graphs with triple-ids 



SPARQL can do this for you 

A tiny bit of magic 



This morning, Jim planned on running to 

Costco before 6:00 
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But First - Linked Open Data (LOD) 



The ‘Obama’ Query in English 

“Find the median income of the area where Barack Obama was born.” 

 

• Find birth place of Obama in DBPedia 

• Find GeoNamesID for that place 

• Goto GeoNames to find all the towns within 10 miles of that ID (using 

geospatial query) that are of type ‘populated area’ -> list of GeoNameIDS 

• Find the Census place that are the same as the GeoNameIDs 

• Find the Census tables for the Census places 

• Find the medianIncomeAbove15yearsOfAge for each table (for each 

place) 

• Report 
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The End 


